Mobility is transforming every aspect of our lives and driving an exponential pace of change in the network, but…

Is your access network still resilient and scalable?

...has your network adapted with the growing demands of your wireless users?

SD-LAN BENEFITS

Cost-Effectiveness of acquisition and ongoing operations of the network

Business Continuity resulting from self-optimizing, self-healing, and self-organizing network operation

Adaptability to client, application and infrastructure changes

Flexibility to integrate seamlessly with existing architecture and applications

Scalability to start small and grow – or shrink as requirements change

Rethink Your Access Layer

Make your netWORK for you with Software Defined LAN

SD-LAN: A More Adaptable, Secure, and Cost-Effective Approach to Wireless and Wired Access Networks

Learn more at http://www.aerohive.com/sd-lan